DISASTER — AND   RETREAT
No forest trees, and very few of any sort save roses, small
cypress, and a few azaleas.
Passed through a very quaint village—in this rainy place
they have a double roof—the usual flat mud one, and
above it a sloping roof of wooden planks like Swiss chalets.
Two miles beyond the village we crossed the stream, and
on its north side there is a subsidiary valley or rather
gorge. We found a very sloping but beautiful carnp in a
natural garden—thousands of irises—little blue ones—
and rose-bushes all over the place, leaving little clearings
which are just right for our tents. Mine is at an angle
which causes me to wake up in the morning nearly off my
bed, and my bath this morning was almost a flood in my
tent; and hardly any water in the bath. Nevertheless, it
got me clean, and it's fine to be clean. Also, I got all my
clothes washed, even my two handkerchiefs (all the others
I brought have been pinched ; coolies seem to love them).
It is a change wearing shorts and a shirt after the Rongbuk
glacier doings.
June 2$th.—Norton and I went to a charming camp
site 2,000 feet above Trobdje, and took three coolies with
us, and two tents—one for us, one for coolies. We found
a little green alp with a farmhouse and a few trees, in full
view of the clouds which were hiding Gaurisankar. The
clouds occasionally parted and were very kind to us, as
we got a fairly good view of that most shapely of aH peaks
during our first evening. But next morning we got a still
finer one, and both set to work hard to sketch. Later in
the day we went up to a pass of 15,500 feet, and got rather
entangled in cypress bushes, having missed the path.
We wasted an hour getting out of this 2-feet-high jungle
and, finally, by going up the bed of a stream, refound
the path. At about 14,000 or more the clouds suddenly
cleared and revealed the top of Gaurisankar 45° above
our horizon (which was, of course, downhill), and Norton
and I agreed that it was the most impressive mountain
view either of us had ever seen. Its height above us
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